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After attending this presentation, attendees will be presented with a vehicle-to-vehicle crash test methodology for validating physics-

This presentation will impact the forensic science community by explaining how the crash test method provides a means for

structure shoved the right rear 13-year-old forward toward the rearward collapsing front seat and occupant. As a result of the above
occupant space violations, the right-rear occupant received a severe disabling head injury. In contrast, the front occupants and other two
rear occupants, who were located farther from the right-rear penetration, did not receive any permanent injuries. In order to understand
the engineering parameters that led to the injury of only the right-rear occupant, a reconstruction of the accident was performed by using

Figure 1: Reconstruction Diagram of Right Rear 50% Off-Set Overlap Rear Impact of SUV into 4-Door Sedan.
show consistency of surrogate injury measures with accident occupant-injury levels as further proof of the analysis. Figure 2 shows
a comparison of the actual accident vehicle damage with the sedan used in this crash test. Figure 3 shows the pre-test positions of the
rear seated surrogates and also a photo clip from the high-speed interior camera recorded at 173 milliseconds after impact. The 173ms
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how good crashworthiness redesign of the Original Equipment Manufacturer
the-art concepts recommended in the 1960s and 1970s, to eliminate the right-rear occupant head injury caused by the space-intrusion
dangers of the accident vehicle design.1-4
with well-designed barrier resistance and stronger less-rearward yielding front seats could have also eliminated the injury sustained by
reduced such that none of the rear-seated surrogates had injurious head contact with the front seats or front occupants.
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